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facts on climate change + impacts one must know 
1.  Global temperature ΔT= 10°C between two extreme states of the Earth: ice ages and warm periods

~10°C

3. ΔCO2 = 100 ppm between ice ages (190 ppm) and warm periods (290 ppm); presently > 400 ppm

5. Mankind turned into a significant climate driver 

4. Pace of T-rise from Weichsel-Würm to Holocene was high

2. Atmosph. CO2 lets in solar energy traps terrestrial energy

6. Climate is the statistics of weather over some decades
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facts on climate, change + impacts one must know 
7. Society, assets, ecosystems, supply-chains, etc., are particularly vulnerable to changes in climate extremes.
8. anticipatory decision-making, efficient, effective strategies and 
sustainable protection measures have to built on: knowledge of potential
future hazard-development-corridors.

9. Prediction is very difficult, especially if it's about the future (Niels Bohr), but in 1860 
J. Verne  foretold the internet

① design pathways of mankind (RCPs)
② estimate implications e.g. in terms of future CO2 levels (•••) 

③ use ② to drive Global Climate Models - GCMs are substitutes
of the climate system, mimicking the systems’ response to  (•••) answering ‘if     then’ questions.

Downscaling

④ to assess regional impacts : 
factor in physics/processes not 
resolved by GCMs: Downscaling

so, how 2 foretell the future? 



weather-driven threats to the supply-chain (secure your business - take part in F&L’s survey)



our procedure, which we only briefly outline in this format, deals with the question of best protection; it is brand-
new; it has been successfully applied to Austria’s most extensive and expensive project in public protection since
WWII; it has passed scientific examinations and is (we just learned that a few days ago) accepted for publication in
a peer-reviewed, internationally higly ranked journal. We are very pround to be pioneering and offering you –
without cost -- the chance to contribute to very important research, which will help you make better investment
decisions about the infrastructure and transport assets you are depending on.

how to tackle climate change challenges: impacts, losses …
Mitigation as well as adaption both need to be pursued in the face of climate change (Professor Hans von Storch, HH)



Science and business working together can safeguard supply chains
and ensure security of supply for customers.   We can take action.

Overcoming challenges often yields substantial progress at unexpected places. As such there is little use in 
pondering about this kind of success. Hence, let us for now just mention two F&L task areas in which we can
expect decisive progress. The scope of progress depends directly on the successful cooperation. 
1. Investments featuring long-term payback: improved performance through accounting for future hazard-
development-corridors in decision-making. 
2. short-term safety: higher levels by early recognizing impending damages and losses.

F&L’s survey focus is e.g. on:
I. Which climate-change induced hazard processes are of significance? Which assets need most protection
(are most vulnerable)? etc. Please remember the second last slide.

II. Which protection strategies are available or will be soon on hand? How to arrive at the best decision 
possible?... Such considerations are decisive and part of the survey soon available from F&L’s website.

But HOW do we do it?

But HOW do we do it?  We (F&L+CIT) devoted quite some thought to this question and concluded that it is 
best and most efficient to first reveal available potentials and targets by carrying out an earnest, diligently 
designed survey on this decisive matter. This knowledge is a necessary prerequisite for the proper selection 
of appropriate steps to start with.



1+2 consist of taking part in F&L’s survey! The detection of weather threats (‘Climate Indices’,CIs) triggering
damages and losses is accomplished via analyses of meteorological observations blended with potential loss 
events. This requires much knowledge, which will be derived from the survey.

Blending + 
Analyses

connect hazards causing losses to climate TRIGGERS

weather sequences triggering 
damage events and losses ‘CIs’



3. Selection of pathways of mankind and retrival of pertaining GCM projections forced by them;

Pathways + Generation of regional scale climate projections 

4. Setting up the Downscaling model. In order to provide physically consistent, impact-scale ensembles of 
projections for each pathway we had to solve an optimization problem under boundary conditions (‘coherence’ 
and ‘captured information’). This was achieved through several hundreds of numerical validation-experiments;

large-scale windows (capturing synoptic dynamics) of various sizes (left, bottom)
are centered at 24 points on three parallels across Europe (left, top). Associated
model performances in terms of Downscaling are evaluated & assessed (below).

5. Generation of regional-scale, well-occupied ensembles of climate-change projections for impact assessment;

needed to determine future hazard corridors (knowledge 
on potential changes e.g. across Europe provides hints on 
usability of alternative routes and options)



Identification of CI occurrences in regional scale ensembles > derivation of future hazard-development corridors – these           
define future impact-levels that protection structures/measures have to withstand in order to be sustainable (otherwise
they are inadequate, need replacement and turn out as loss).

’business as usual’,    ‘first measures’,    ‘2°C goal – COP21, Paris’

‘hazard-development-corridors’: left: corridors signifying potential floodings (current level: 8; 2071-2100 RCP8.5: >24) 
right: potential landslides (Central Europe) relative to current levels. At several 1000 points we plot at each point its climate’s 
15th(left panel), 50th (middle) and 85th percentile (right). So 70% the corridor is captured inbetween left and right panels. Our 
decision and probability-theory based procedure applied to Austria’s most comprehensive public protection project since 
WWII (1) achieves clear results and (2) suggests a different (better) investment strategy.

6.

7.

hazard-development-corridors in the decades to come



8.  Establishment of a procedure supporting those responsible. Our procedure is based on mathematical
decision and probability theory . However, most significant input (relevant hazards, vulnerabilities, defense 
strategies, protection measures available, …) has to be made available from our partners, from those 
responsible, experienced and in charge. A crucial part of F&L’s survey is devoted to exactly this input. 

RCP2.6 RCP4.5 RCP8.5 RCP2.6 RCP4.5 RCP8.5
Expected probability 8% 30% 62% 30% 60% 10%

relocation u(e11) u(e12) u(e13) u(e14) u(e15) u(e16)

retention u(e21) u(e22) u(e23) u(e24) u(e25) u(e26)

linear u(e31) u(e32) u(e33) u(e34) u(e35) u(e36)

near future more remote future

Design of a (decision & probability theory based) procedure supporting key executives

left: procedure’s flexibility in risk perception and further applicability by employing concept of ‘utility’  

right: rows – possible protection strategies A (relocation), R (retention), L (linear); 
columns: refer to ’business as usual’,    ‘first measures’,    ‘2°C goal – COP21, Paris’ in 2035-2065 (left half)  

and 2071-2100 (right half)



8. If all that’s on hand our procedure allows to single out sustainable and efficient strategies implementing most suitable 
protection measures. All steps will be presented in more detail at F&L’s Assembly in Hamburg (May 2019)

OUTCOME?  While in the near future implementing retention measures is slightly more advisable than relocation, this changes 
when taking into account longer periods of time. Towards the end of this century relocation clearly outperforms both other
alternatives. 
short: here is a brand-new, successfully evaluated, and published procedure helping us to base our decisions on knowledge.

the outcome – what would be ours?


